April 21, 2016 EMS Committee Meeting Minutes
Members Present: Chief Vaughan, Captain Riley, Captain Bitner, Jerry Reid, Don Granger, and PM Kehrli.
Topics included the following:













We voted NO on the new splints- they are what the ER has and are more "long term" splints
which ERs use to send the pts home with.
Triage Tags are going to be switched to a new model which will be consistent across the State.
We need a member to step up and give an in-service for these.. any takers?
We have new Pediatric Cric kit, DG is working on a video for in-service from the manufacturer.
We need to have in-services on new equipment prior to front line use. M3 already has the new
kit. All other kits are in cubex.
DG made a fancy new Pediatric dose chart which supplements the Broweslow Tape. JR and JK
will be checking Florida boys Mathematics. They will be laminated and placed next to the
Broweslow tape in the near future. Great job DG and thank you!
All Lasix will be collected and placed in the outdate box for Dean to dispose off.
All crews need to check supply closest at the ER. Dean is offering a free foot rub for anyone who
finds a Shlishman Traction Splint. Seriously.
All captains need to know how to fill out a refusal form and be proficient enough to enter it on
ImageTrend.
The mounting brackets- All amounts shall be placed to the right side of the CPR chair in New M2,
M3, M4, M5. Mounts shall be placed on the action wall, to the left of the CPR chair in old M2,
M21, M22. All Trays are going to be done away with and a new "tackle box" needs to be come
up with for all IV equipment. The idea is to place this "tackle box" in a compartment with
relatively quick/easy access. CB is the point person on this endeavor. These ideas can still be up
for discussion, but we need to move forward with getting these mounts operational.
We can use the south class room for video taping training topics and in-service videos. JK will be
working on getting some videos out of new equipment and also a way to store videos on NDrive for all stations to easily access and view "New EMS training videos".

